ANALYTICS

TASKVIEW

Optimizing work through effective task
management
CHAMPS TaskView visually displays, in real-time, an accurate schedule
of work assignments and visual cues that quickly summarize and
highlight the current status of individual tasks, hierarchy of related
tasks and potential issues affecting the schedule. The solution gives an
organization the ability to drill down into a specific task and review its
current status, assignments, and tasks that share common
dependencies. It is especially valuable in shutdowns/turnarounds/
outages (STO).

Accurate, easy to read data displays
CHAMPS TaskView leverages the STO scheduling data in existing CMMS
and scheduling applications to visually display easy to read and
understand STO schedules. The analytics tool accurately processes
through the database of work tasks and highlights through visual color
cues whether a task is on target, or needing attention. The system is
user definable to allow an organization to determine the business rules
that define key attributes related to a task (such as start/end dates and
times, durations, criticality, etc) and how that data should be sorted,
auto-scrolled and displayed.

TaskView
Advantages
 Gain immediate insights into
status of all tasks
 Minimize the impact of
delays
 Reduce wait time between
assignments
 Eliminate bottlenecks to get
work done on schedule

Real-time views from a single source
The administrative console gives the schedule administrator the
ability to drill down into any given task and any associated tasks that
share dependencies. This gives managers real-time information from
one source with data that can be easily acted upon. The system is user
definable and gives an organization the flexibility to:







Determine the source scheduling data origin (CMMS, ERP,
Scheduling application etc.)
Support any leading database (MS SQL, Oracle etc.)
Determine how the schedule should be sorted (start date, crew,
asset etc.)
Determine how often to refresh the schedule (once per day, every
5 seconds etc.)
Determine how fast to auto scroll the data
Determine the color legend associated to the status of your tasks

Try it now
Take CHAMPS Analytics for a
no-risk, no obligation “test
drive”. We’ll load your data
directly into the system to
give you a first-hand view the
power of TaskView.

770.495.5883

The ability to visually communicate to everyone, in real-time, which
tasks are currently underway or awaiting predecessor tasks to be
completed is key to getting control of the STO schedules and minimize
their durations.
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